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Abstract
In this study we analyze the nano- and picoseismicity recorded during the Fatigue Hydraulic Fracturing (FHF) in situ experiment
performed in Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory, Sweden. The fracturing experiment composed of six fractures driven by three
different water injection schemes (continuous, progressive and pulse pressurization) was performed during the year 2015 inside
a 28 m long, horizontal borehole located at 410 m depth. The fracturing process was monitored with two different seismic
networks covering a wide frequency band between 0.01 Hz and 100000 Hz, including broadband seismometers, geophones, high
frequency accelerometers and acoustic emission sensors. The combined seismic network allowed for detection and detailed
analysis of nearly 200 seismic events with moment magnitudes MW < -4 that occurred solely during the hydraulic fracturing
stages. We relocated the seismic catalog using double-difference technique and calculated the source parameters (seismic
moment, source size, stress drop, focal mechanism and seismic moment tensor). The derived physical characteristics of induced
seismicity are compared with the stimulation parameters as well as with the geomechanical parameters of the site.
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1. Introduction
The geothermic Fatigue Hydraulic Fracturing (FHF) in situ experiment (Nova project 54-14-1) was performed in
the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory/Sweden situated in granitic to dioritic rocks with an age of about 1.8 Ma [1].
The experiment aimed at optimizing geothermal heat exchange in crystalline rock mass by multistage hydraulic
fracturing. At a depth of 410 m, six fracture stages were initiated using three different water injection schemes
(continuous, progressive and pulse pressurization) inside a 28 m long, horizontal borehole (Figure 1), with up to
30 dm3 during each fracture stage.

Fig. 1. The map view of all sensors during the hydraulic fracture experiment.

The rock volume surrounding the hydraulic fracturing tests was monitored by three different and independent
networks equipped with Acoustic Emission (AE) and accelerometers, short and long-period geophones as well as
electromagnetic sensors (Figures 1, 2). The monitored volume was about 30 m x 30 m x 30 m in size.
The 16-channel in-situ AE monitoring network manufactured by GMuG [2–5] predominantly used in this study
monitored the rupture generation and propagation in the frequency range from 1000 Hz to 100000 Hz using
combined 11 acoustic emission sensors and 4 high-frequency accelerometers (1 channel spared for time
synchronization between different networks). The acquisition system operated at 1 MHz sampling rate. This
monitoring setup was successfully used before [2, 6, 7] to detect and analyze seismic events with rupture dimensions
from a few cm- to m-scale [6]. However the environment in Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory was a different one; we had
4-5 Liters/minutes inflow and sensors and equipment had to be adapted to the wet facility. The additional
microseismic network covered the lower frequency range from hundreds of hertz to 100 seconds (Figure 2) targeting
potentially stronger seismic events. The in-situ AE monitoring system detected and analyzed AE activity in-situ in
online mode (P- and S-wave picking, localization). To locate earthquakes, an isotropic velocity model was used.
After each stimulation, the results of monitoring were reviewed in order to assess the ongoing microfracturing
activity and adjust/improve the monitoring strategy.
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Fig. 2. The frequency ranges of different monitoring networks operating at Äspö Laboratory during FHF experiment.

2. Ongoing data processing
The in-situ AE monitoring network successfully recorded and located 196 earthquakes during most, but not all,
hydraulic fractures (HF1, HF2, HF3, HF4 and HF6) (Table 1, Figure 3). In addition, the acquisition system recorded
and successfully located approximately 47 events identified later as man-made hammer hits against the tunnel wall
(well recorded on high frequency accelerometers and AE sensors). Finally, additional 128 events were identified as
working noises and rejected from the analysis. Additional 70 located events could not be clearly determined or
attributed to the mentioned signal groups and were rejected as well.
Table 1. Number of events detected, located and relocated in each fracture.
Fracture

Injection style (rock type)

No. AE events

Fluid injected [liter]

HF1

continuous (granodiorite)

49

27.2

HF2

continuous (granodiorite)

102

29.7

HF3

progressive (granodiorite)

16

24.8

HF4

continuous (diorite-gabbro)

1

4.1

HF5

pulse dynamic (dioritegabbro)

0

14.6

HF6

Conventional (granite)

28

24.2

The initial earthquake catalog was subjected to reprocessing to increase its quality. In the first step, the P- and
S-wave picks detected by an automatic algorithm were manually reviewed and refined when necessary. In
the following, the earthquakes were relocated (in absolute sense) using updated picks database using the Equivalent
Differential Time method [8, 9] and improved velocity model, where additional information on P- and S-wave
velocities from ultrasonic velocity measurements as well as iterative comparison of true and estimated hammer hits
locations were both taken into account.
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Fig. 3. The map (left) and perspective (right) view of relocated earthquakes observed during all fracture stages HF1-HF6.

To increase the precision of location, the AE activity was relocated using the double-difference relocation
technique [10] without waveform cross-correlation. This further improved the quality of location and enabled tracing
the spatial and temporal evolution of nano- and picoseismicity in detail. First preliminary results on faulting
mechanisms (shear, tensile opening, and compaction) were estimated using polarity data, following the methodology
developed for analysis of AE events from laboratory experiments on rock samples [11]. We also manually identified
events based on observation of spatial distribution of polarity patterns and calculated the composite fault plane
solutions using HASH software [12]. Finally, for selected earthquakes with high signal-to-noise ratio and a sufficient
number of clear first P-wave onsets, we calculated the full seismic moment tensors using the hybridMT software
package [13, 14].
The waveforms of relatively strong hammer hits, recorded on both high-frequency accelerometers and AE sensors
were used to cross-calibrate AE sensors [6, 15] and then calculate moment magnitudes of earthquakes detected
during fracturing stages using AE sensors only.
3. First results
All earthquakes detected and relocated in the proximity of the injection borehole occurred during time periods of
hydraulic fracturing stages. AEs recorded from each fracture stage are clustered in space and clearly outline
the fracture location, its orientation and the temporal evolution of the fracture. For fractures HF1, HF2 and HF3,
a clear outward migration of earthquakes away from the injection point is observed. Macroscopically, fractures
extend up to 10 m from the horizontal borehole (with HF2 showing the largest extension). The observed
macroscopic location and orientation of fractures derived from the AE hypocenter distribution correlate roughly
with impression packer results. The calculated composite focal mechanisms of the seismic events typically present
one nodal plane almost parallel to the macroscopic fracture plane (Figure 4). The focal mechanisms provide a first
constraint on the local stress regime in the area of the experiment (dominance of normal/strike-slip faulting). In
general, the seismic moment tensors display dominantly double-couple focal mechanisms with minor contribution of
non-double-couple components. Water injection of up to 30 liters (HF2, cf. Table 1 for details) produced seismic
events with extremely small moment magnitudes MW < -4.0 (microfractures of less than cm-size). Finally,
the magnitude-frequency distribution of events displays with a b-value b|1, typical for large earthquakes as well as
for acoustic emission experiments in rock samples [14, 16]. We currently investigate characteristic differences in
seismic response and source parameters of the seismicity observed in different hydraulic fracturing stages, different
formations and injection schemes which will be compared to the injection data and geomechanical parameters of
the rocks.
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Fig. 4. Example of composite focal mechanism (15 earthquakes) recorded during stage HF2 (uncertainties in green).
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